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In the traditional EKF-SLAM algorithm, the computational complexity and uncertainty will grow up rapidly with the increase of
the feature points and the enlargement of the map coverage. As we know, the computational complexity is proportional to the
quadratic of the number of feature points contained in a single filtering process. The approach represented in the paper
combines EKF-SLAM with local submaps, which can improve the computational efficiency and reduce the computational
complexity. At first, an independent local submap is established for the observed feature points. When the number of feature
points contained in the local submap reaches a certain threshold value, the local submap is integrated into the global map. At
last, the submap is initialized again. The simulation results show that the approach can reduce the computational complexity
effectively and increase the computation speed greatly in the case of maintaining the computational accuracy of the traditional
EKF-SLAM algorithm.

1. Introduction

With the development of the manned deep space explo-
ration, Mars as the most suitable planet for human hab-
itation has attracted extensive attention. The traditional
flying-around method can no longer satisfy the deeper explo-
ration mission. Therefore, the cruising exploration method of
the Mars rover has become an excellent choice [1]. The rela-
tive pose information of the Mars rover can be obtained by
traditional odometer during the cruising exploration process,
which is not accurate on the complex Mars terrain. The
navigation accuracy will be improved through the visual aid
navigation method in this circumstance, especially SLAM
method [2, 3]. The SLAM problem can be described as a
problem that you place a robot in an unknown environment
with sensors, it can build the incremental maps and achieve
its location autonomously during the movement [4].

The initial framework for the navigation of the mobile
robot was presented by Dissanayake et al. in the 1980s.
Meanwhile, he established the SLAM navigation algorithm
for the mobile robot based on Kalman filter [5]. The analysis
of the consistency of the EKF-SLAM was presented by Bailey

and Durrant-Whyte [6]. The robocentric map joining
method was presented by Castellanos et al. for improving
the consistency of EKF-SLAM [7]. The bounding uncertainty
of the robocentric local map sequencing algorithm was
analyzed by Martinez-Cantin and Castellanos [8]. A lot of
landmarks need to be observed and introduced into the state
equation by EKF-SLAM, which increases the computational
complexity and decreases the running speed of the system
[9, 6]. Therefore, the traditional EKF-SLAM algorithm
needs to be improved. The computational cost analysis
of EKF-SLAM was done by time measurement on substep
motion update and measurement update on EKF by consid-
ering the total number of landmarks and numerous setting
on range observation distance by Samsuri et al. [10], which
showed the number of landmarks and the range observation
distances were the factors to cause computational cost. A
computationally efficient SLAM (CESLAM) algorithm was
presented by Hsu et al. [11], where odometer information
was considered for updating the robot’s pose in particles.
When a measurement had a maximum likelihood with the
known landmark in the particle, the particle state was
updated before updating the land mark estimates. The
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algorithm aimed to improve the computational efficiency
and estimation accuracy of conventional SLAM algorithm.

An improved EKF-SLAM with local submaps is pre-
sented in the paper. Firstly, the feature points observed by
binocular camera are grouped; meanwhile, a few submaps
are established, which are independent of the global map.
And then only the local state variables are updated by the
new algorithm in each update process, because the local sub-
map is integrated into the global map only when the area of
the submap reaches a certain scale. The global state variables
will not be updated until the local submap is integrated into
the global map. The main difference between the standard
EKF-SLAM algorithm and the algorithm represented in this
paper is the introduction of the local submaps, through
which the number of feature points used for each filtering
update is reduced. Since the computational complexity is
proportional to the quadratic of the number of feature
points contained in a single filtering process of EKF and
the total computational complexity of EKF-SLAM algorithm
is proportional to the cube of the final number of feature
points in the state variables, the computational complexity
is reduced by the improvement. The paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 builds the motion model equation of the
Mars rover. The EKF-SLAM algorithm is improved based
on the local submaps in Section 3. Simulation results and
the comparison of the standard EKF-SLAM and the SLAM
with submaps are given in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion
is drawn in the last section.

2. Motion Model of the Mars Rover

The set of the coordinate system of the Mars rover’s motion
is given in Figure 1.

As is shown in Figure 1, we denote OG − xGyGzG as the
inertial coordinates and global coordinates; OR − xRyRzR as
the body coordinates of the Mars rover, where xR points
to the direction of the rover’s motion; OC − xCyCzC as the
binocular camera coordinates, where xC points to the ver-
tical direction of the camera lens; OAi

− xAi
yAi

zAi
as the

coordinates of the rover’s ith wheel, which is used to establish
the trajectory of the rover’s centroid based on the terrain of
Mars; and OWi

− xWi
yWi

zWi
as the coordinates of the contact

point for the Mars rover’s ith wheel and the planet surface,
where xWi

points to the tangential direction of the contact
point’s surface, which is used to establish the trajectory of
the rover’s centroid based on the terrain of Mars.

The installing model of the binocular camera is shown in
Figure 2 (vertical view) and Figure 3 (lateral view).

The Mars rover’s model used in the paper is a four-wheel
differential rover with six degrees of freedom. The linear
velocity and the angular velocity are controlled input vari-
ables, which is decided by angular velocities of differential
wheels [12]. The motion equation is as follows:

x = rw
θL t + θR t

2
,

ωz =
rw
B

θL t − θR t ,
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Figure 1: Coordinate system of the Mars rover’s motion.
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Figure 2: The installingmodel of the binocular camera (vertical view).
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where θL t is the left wheel’s velocity, θR t is the right
wheel’s velocity, rw is the wheel’s radius, and B is the distance
between the left wheel and the right wheel.

The derivative process is omitted; therefore, the kine-
matic model equation of the Mars rover is given as fol-
lows [13]:

xR

yR

zR

ϕx

ϕy

ϕz

=
CG
R 0

0 SGω

v

ω
, 2

where CG
R is the rotation matrix; SGω is the transforma-

tion matrix of the angular velocity; xR, yR, zR, ϕx, ϕy, ϕz
T

denotes pose vectors of the rover, where ϕz , ϕy , and ϕx stand
for the yaw angle, pitch angle, and roll angle; v is the linear
velocity of the Mars rover; and ω is the angular velocity of
the Mars rover.

The coordinates of the contact point can be obtained
from the coordinates of the Mars rover’s wheel [14].

XAi
Wi

YAi
Wi

ZAi
Wi

1

= CAi
Wi

XWi

YWi

ZWi

1

, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 3

where CAi
Wi

is the transformation matrix from the con-
tact point coordinates to the Mars rover’s coordinates and
XWi

, YWi
, ZWi

is the contact point’s coordinate.
The binocular camera is fixed on an oblique stick with

two degrees of freedom at a certain angle. uL = ωδ, ωϕ are
the control inputs of the binocular camera, through which a
wide range of 3D terrain can be scanned. ωδ is the rotation
angle of the control stick around the platform, and ωϕ is

the rotation angle of the control stick around the connecting
bolt. ϕL is the angle between the control stick and the vertical
direction of the platform. The derivative process is omitted;
therefore, the pose of the feature point in global coordinates
can be described as follows [15]:

miG
= pR + CG

R CR
HC

H
CmiC

+ d , i = 1,… ,N , 4

where pR = xR, yR, zR
T is the position of the rover in global

coordinates, d = a, b, c is the position of binocular camera
platform in the Mars rover’s coordinates, miC

is the position
of the feature points in the camera coordinates, miG

is the

position of the feature points in the global coordinates, CG
R

is the transformation matrix from the body coordinates
to the global coordinates, CR

H is the transformation matrix
from the platform coordinates to the body coordinates, and
CH
C is the transformationmatrix from the camera coordinates

to the platform coordinates.

3. An Improved EKF-SLAMwith Local Submaps

3.1. System State Variables. The system state variables of
the local submap algorithm include the Mars rover and
the feature points in the local coordinates and the feature
points in the global coordinates and the coordinate of the
local coordinates in the global coordinates, which can be
described as follows:

Xls k =

GXS k
GX1 k
GX2 k

⋮
SXR k
SX1 k

⋮

, 5

where GXS k is the pose vector of the local submap in
the global map, GXi k is the position of the feature
point in the global map, SXR k is the pose of the Mars rover
in the local submap, SXi k is the position of the same feature
point in the local submap vector GXS k , and k is the discrete
time coefficient. The state variables defined above can be
simplified as follows:

Xls k =

GXS k
GXm k
SXR k
SXm k

, 6

where GXm k is the feature point in the global map and
SXm k is the feature point in the local submap. The inte-
gration process from the submap to the global map is
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Figure 3: The installing model of the binocular camera (lateral view).
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shown in Figure 4, where U k is the control input, X k
is the state variable, and Z k is the observed variable.

3.2. State Estimation Process. The state covariance matrixes
include the covariance matrixes of the global state variables
and local state variables and the cross covariance between
the global state variables and the local state variables. In this
paper, the independence of the global state variables and local
state variables is assumed for short intervals, and the short
interval independence will be used. The cross covariance
between the global state and the local state is zero because

of the independence between the global state variable estima-
tion and the local state variables, which is given as follows:

Pls k =

GPSS k GPmS k 0 0
GPSm k GPmm k 0 0

0 0 SPRR k SPRm k

0 0 SPmR k SPmm k

,

7

where GPSS k is the covariance matrix of the local sub-
map pose estimation in the global state and SPRR k is
the covariance matrix of the Mars rover pose estimation
in the local state.

The state predicted value Xls k ∣ k − 1 is given as follows:

Xls k k − 1 =

GX k − 1

f SXR k − 1 , u k

SXm k − 1

8

The global estimation is not changed in the local update
due to the independence between the local state and the
global state, which reduces the computational complexity of
the prediction process.

where Pls k ∣ k − 1 is the predicted value of the covariance
matrix of the state variables.

The state predicted value ẑ k ∣ k − 1 is obtained by the
observation model.

ẑ k k − 1 = h SX̂R k − 1 , SX̂i k − 1 10

h SX̂R k − 1 , SX̂i k − 1 includes the measure distance,
azimuth angle, and rotation angle.

The observation residual and residual covariance matrix
of X̂ can be described as follows:

r k = z k − ẑ k k − 1 ,

S k = ∇hX k SP k k − 1 ∇hTX k +Qν k
11

Finally, the state update process is given as follows:

X̂ls k = X̂ls k k − 1 +W k r k ,

Pls k = Pls k k − 1 −W k P k WT k ,

W k = Pls k k − 1 ∇Xh
T k S−1 k

12

The global state is not updated in the process, because the
global state is independent of the local state. The feature
points contained in the local state are much less than those
contained in the global state. Therefore, the computational
complexity is reduced greatly in the update process.

Pls k =
GP k k − 1 0

0 SP k k − 1 −W k S k WT k
,

W k = SP k k − 1 ∇hTX k S−1 k

13

Pls k k − 1 =

GP k − 1 0 0

0 ∇f X k SPRR k − 1 ∇f TX k +Q k ∇f X k SPRm k − 1

0 ∇f X k SPRm k − 1 T SPmm k − 1

, 9
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Figure 4: The flow chart of the integration process from submap to
global map.
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3.3. The Independence of Local State Estimation. The local
submap established above is composed of the Mars rover’s
pose state in the local submap and the local submap state.
The local submap achieves its initialization by initializing
the location of the rover. We hypothesize the initial state
matrix is given as follows:

X̂ll k − 1 =
GX̂R k − 1
GX̂m k − 1

, 14

where GX̂R is the estimated value of Mars rover’s pose in the
global map and GX̂m is the estimated value of the feature
point position in the global map.

The state covariance matrix is shown as follows:

Pll k =
GPRR k GPRm k
GPmR k GPmm k

, 15

where GPRR k is the covariance matrix of the Mars rover’s
pose estimation in the global state, GPmm k is the covariance
matrix of the feature point position estimation in the global
state, and GPRm k is the covariance matrix of the Mars rover
and the feature point in the global state.

A local submap is established at time k − 1, which takes
the Mars rover’s position as the center of the submap. There-
fore, the Mars rover is located at the origin in the submap
whose uncertainty is zero. We hypothesis that the initial state
matrix X̂ll k − 1 is shown as follows:

X̂ll k − 1 =

GX̂S k − 1
GX̂m k − 1
SX̂v k − 1

,

Pll k =

GPSS k GPSm k 0
GPmS k GPmm k 0

0 0 0

,

16

where GPSS k is the covariance matrix of the local submap
pose estimation in the global state and GPmm k is the covari-
ance matrix of the feature point position estimation in the
global state.

The noise variance is generated by the local Mars rover’s
state variables under the modeling error and the observation
error during the update process in the local submap. How-
ever, this process is independent of global state, which will
not affect the global state and covariance matrix. The feature
points observed in the new local submap are independent of
the global map. Meanwhile, if an independent Mars rover’s
state estimation is initialized in the local submap, the estima-
tion will maintain its independence to the global map. There-
fore, the local state estimation and the global state estimation
remain independence.

3.4. The Integration between the Submap and the Global Map.
The submap is needed for integration into the global map

when it reaches a certain scale. Then, the submap is rebuilt
and initialized again. We hypothesize that T k is the trans-
formation matrix, which can convert the local state to a
global state.

GX̂ls k = TG
S k X̂ls k ,

GPcl k = ∇TG
S k Pcl k ∇TG

S k
T,

GX̂ls k = T k

GX̂S k
GX̂m k
SX̂R k
SX̂m k

=

GX̂S k
GX̂m k

GX̂S k ⊕ SX̂R k
GX̂S k ⊕ SX̂m k

,

17

where ⊕ denotes the state summation operation in different
coordinates including the angular rotation process between
different coordinates. We hypothesize that SX̂i k is the posi-
tion of a feature point in the local submap.

SX̂i k =

Sxi k
Syi k
Szi k

18

Likewise, we hypothesize that GX̂S k is the coordinate of
the local coordinates in the global coordinates.

GX̂S k =

GxS k
GyS k
GzS k
GϕSx
GϕSy

GϕSz

19

The global position of the feature point can be obtained
as follows:

GX̂ls k =
GX̂S k
GX̂i k

= TG
S k

GX̂S k
SX̂i k

, 20

where TG
S k can be described as follows:

GXS (k) CS (k)G GXS (k)GXR (k) = RS SXR (k) SG
S  (k) SXR (k)

I
6

= ,G 21

where CG
S k =CG

R
GϕSx, GϕSy, GϕSz which is the transfor-

mation matrix from the local coordinates to the global
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coordinates. The covariance matrix of the global state var-
iables can be expressed as follows:

GPls k = ∇TG
S k

GPSS k
SPii k

∇TG
S k

T, 22

where ∇TG
S k is the Jacobian matrix of the transformation

matrix, which is shown as follows:

∇TG
S k =

∂TG
S k

∂ GX̂S k , SX̂i k
23

We hypothesize that the local pose of the rover is
SxR k , SyR k , SzR k , Sϕx

Sϕy
Sϕz

T
and the global pose of

the rover is given as follows:

GTS (k) =
0 ,I6

0I3 CS (k)G 24

where SGS k = SGω GϕSx, GϕSy, GϕSz is the pose transforma-
tion matrix. Therefore, the covariance matrix of the Mars
rover in the global coordinates can be described as follows:

GPRR k = ∇RG
S k

GPSS k
SPRR k

∇RG
S k

T,

25

where ∇RG
S k is

∇RG
S k =

∂RG
S

∂ GX̂S k , SX̂R k
26

3.5. The Constraints for Local Feature Point Estimation.
The local pose estimation of the Mars rover is indepen-
dent of the global coordinates in the local submap algo-
rithm. The estimation of the feature points in the global
coordinates cannot be applied to the update process for
the local submap without the connection between the
coordinates. The feature points in the global coordinates
and the local coordinates are independent, which results
in repeated calculations when the feature points in the
local coordinates are integrated into the global coordinates.
The estimation of the feature points must be able to apply
in the global estimation process.

In the general process, the consistent estimation of the
feature points state can be obtained by the known constraints
between the common state. The independent estimation of
the feature points can be integrated into the global coordi-
nate; meanwhile, a simple and consistent global estimation
is generated by using the known connection between the
state variables.

The projection is defined as follows:

C X̂ k = b 27

The constraint can be approximated estimation by EKF.
The result can be described as follows:

X̂c k = X̂ k +Wc k b −C k X̂ k ,

Pc k = P k +Wc k Sc k WT
c k ,

28

where

Wc k = P k ∇C k S−1c k ,

Sc k = ∇C k P k ∇CT k
29

The system state variables are shown above, then the con-
straints must satisfy the condition, which is the constrains for
local feature points integrating into the global map:

GXi k − GXS k ⊕ SXi k = 0 30

The constraints can be expressed as follows:

C k

GXS k
GXi k
SXR k
SXi k

= 0, 31

where

C k = −I I 0 −I , 32

b = 0, and the constraint filtering can be applied to the con-
version process to the global map for the local feature points.

4. Simulation Results

The simulation results are analyzed in this section. We can
obtain the Mars terrain as the method mentioned in the
paper [16]. We hypothesize that the real trajectory of the
Mars rover is a circle. The 3D terrain and Mars rover’s trajec-
tory are shown in Figure 5. The following simulation results
are mainly divided into two parts. The results shown from
Figures 6–8 are simulated by standard EKF-SLAM algorithm;
meanwhile, the results shown from Figures 9–12 are simu-
lated by the new algorithm which is presented in this paper.
The total number of the feature points considered in the state
variables of EKF-SLAM and the new algorithm are com-
pared in Figure 13. Since the computational complexity is
proportional to the quadratic of the number of the feature
points contained in a single filtering process, the main differ-
ence between the two algorithms can be shown in Figure 13.
Obviously, the number of the feature points used in the
new algorithm is much less than which are used in stan-
dard EKF-SLAM algorithm. The lower computational
complexity is obtained by the SLAM algorithm with local
submaps (Table 1).
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The true trajectory and estimated trajectory of the Mars
rover by standard EKF-SLAM are shown in Figure 6. The
pink solid line represents the true trajectory and the blue
dashed line represents the estimated trajectory of the Mars
rover. Meanwhile, the green asterisks represent land marks.
The red asterisks represent the observed feature points. The
position error is less than 1m, and the attitude error is less
than 0.5°, which can be seen from Figures 7 and 8.

In the following section, an improved EKF-SLAM
approach with submaps is analyzed. The true trajectory and
estimated trajectory of the Mars rover by improved
EKF-SLAM algorithm with submaps are shown in Figure 9.
The position error and attitude error can be seen in
Figures 10 and 11 (1m, 0.5°), which keep the same accu-
racy and error as the previous standard EKF-SLAM
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algorithm. However, the total number of the feature points
considered in the state variables of the improved algorithm
with submaps is much smaller than that of the standard

EKF-SLAM algorithm. As we know, the computational com-
plexity is proportional to the quadratic of the number of
the feature points contained in a single filtering process.
Therefore, the computational complexity of the improved
EKF-SLAM algorithm with submaps has decreased signifi-
cantly compared with the standard EKF-SLAM algorithm.
The standard deviation curve of the local position and azi-
muth deviation of the Mars rover is given in Figure 12.
The total number of the feature points considered in the
state variables of the standard EKF-SLAM and SLAM with
submaps are shown in Figure 13. The computational com-
plexity is proportional to the square of the number of
the feature points contained in the state variables, and the
total computational complexity of EKF-SLAM algorithm is
proportional to the cube of the final number of feature points
in the state variables. Therefore, the computational complex-
ity is reduced sharply in SLAM with submaps. Some
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Table 1: The simulation parameters.

Name Value

Sampling period 0.2 s

The number of feature points in the map 200

The radius of the wheel 0.3m

The initial position of the rover 100, 20,−0 3174

The SD of RN of the accelerometer 2 0 × 10−3 m/s

The SD of RN of the gyroscope 0 02°/s
The SD of RN of the measuring length 1.0m

The SD of RN of the measuring azimuth 3°

The SD of RN of the control stick 3°

Sensor frequency of the IMU 20Hz

Sensor frequency of the camera 0.5Hz

Simulation time 400 s

Note: SD denotes standard deviation; RN denotes random noise.
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comparison results of two algorithms are listed in Table 2,
from which we can see the difference of the two algorithms
clearly.

5. Conclusion

In the paper, we proposed an improved EKF-SLAM algo-
rithm with submaps for Mars surface exploration. The pre-
sented method could reduce the computational complexity
to a great extent. The error of the position and attitude could
be controlled in an acceptable ranges (1m, 0.5°) for both two
algorithms, which can be seen in the simulation results. The
position error of the EKF-SLAM with submaps is smaller
than that of the standard EKF-SLAM. Meanwhile, the com-
putational complexity is lower by the improved algorithm,
which is more suitable for the complex terrain of Mars.
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The total number of the
feature points considered
in the state variables
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Computational complexity ∝ 700 3 ∝ 440 3

The triaxial position error
of Mars rover

≤1m ≤0.5m

The triaxial angle error of
Mars rover

≤0.5° ≤0.5°
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